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brian Q cannon historian
journalists richard N ostling and joan K ostling are self described
conventional protestants who undertook in this book to produce a canoverview of mormonism focusing on what is disdid but polemical
nonpolemical
non
tinctive
tinc tive and culturally significant about the church they will have
succeeded they feel if after reading their book outsiders want to learn
even more and insiders learn new things and feel they have been portrayed fairly xi both authors are experienced journalists who have written extensively about religious and theological matters richard ostling has
received two awards for his coverage of religion in the press and holds master s degrees in both religion and journalism these experienced reporters
are well suited professionally for the task they undertake in this volume
lings have succeeded in whetostlings
Ost
while only time will tell whether the mostlings
mormons appetite for more information about the church
ting non cormons
cormons with
they have produced a book that has much to commend it mormons
an interest in their own history and culture will find insightful analysis
and deft arrangement here true to their agenda the authors have focused
upon what makes mormonism distinctive in terms of its doctrine and
practice drawing interesting contrasts between LDS practices and beliefs
and those of other christian denominations
Ost lings rely heavily upon published scholarly studies
ostlings
although the mostlings
rather than original archival research the vast majority of latter day saint
mormon scholars aside from articles
members who seldom read the work of ofmormon
churche ensign will find abundant new information in
appearing in the churchs
this volume the volume treats controversial and seldom discussed but
historically significant episodes these topics include the king follett discourse with its teaching that god was once a man the origins and practice
of polygamy including some post manifesto plural marriages and joseph
smith s sealing to married women the young joseph smith s employment
181
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of divining rods in treasure hunting and the relationship to the book of
abraham of egyptian papyri purchased by joseph smith
the authors also examine the practice of excluding blacks from the
priesthood prior to 1978 the strident political conservatism of ezra taft
benson the financial history of the church including its near bankruptcy in 1959 the history of temple rites the clashes between some
scholars and the institutional church the low rates of convert retention in
some areas and the dismissal of church historian leonard arrington
members who desire to follow president hinckley s admonition to stretch
our minds to a greater comprehension and understanding of this the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 376 can better understand
the kingdom as they examine further and come to terms with such issues
in its treatment of mormon history and culture including these challenging issues mormon america is generally reliable as far as it goes but it
is not free of factual errors one such error or distortion is the author s
description of J reuben clark as being as extreme on the left as his colleague benson later was on the right 111
although the book broaches sensitive subjects it does so in a fair
minded and honest fashion criticizing some facets while praising many
others the churchs
churche international expansion and phenomenal growth are
discussed favorably the sophistication of book of mormon theology is
acknowledged the expansion of oftemple
tempie building and the consequent redistemple
tribution of largesse and spiritual blessings are explored and the spiritual
odthe 1978 revelation on the priesthood is captured through accounts
power ofthe
of general authority participants additionally the church s welfare and
humanitarian aid programs are fairly surveyed as are the focus upon family and the idealism of missionaries
historians who are accustomed to detailed notes setting forth an
mostlings
author s sources will be only partially satisfied with the ostlings
Ost lings form of
documentation the authors have cited their major sources including the
origin of most quotations in unnumbered endnotes but the citation system is loose and impressionistic by historians standards still the information is provided in most cases for instance instructions given to
mostlings
members of the tabernacle choir in 1893 are quoted by the ostlings
Ost lings in
their introduction by turning to the authors endnotes and scanning
them one can easily find their source preceded by the phrase travel
advice for the choir 401
in other places however the sources are not clearly cited reading
about catherine stokes assistant deputy director for health care regulation
in illinois and her reasons for joining the church one might be eager to
learn more when one turns to the notes for that chapter though St
okess
name is not mentioned and it is unclear how the authors obtained their
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information similarly those who after reading mormon america desire to
learn more about the brigham young university museum ofarts
of arts removal
obarts
of four rodin sculptures from a traveling exhibition in 1997 will find no
references clearly directing them to the authors
authors5 sources of information on
the subject
despite the lacunae in their endnotes the authors have consulted
some of the best scholarly works on mormon history they also cite the
works ofa
of a wide range of professionally trained historians including davis
bitton james B alien
allen
ailen glen M leonard richard bushman klaus
hansen robert flanders thomas G alexander and D michael quinn
nor do they neglect prominent works by scholars formally trained in disci
ciplines other than history whose historical writing has earned praise for
traits such as scholarly rigor interpretive insight or interdisciplinary
approach these scholars include leonard arrington fawn brodie
richard van wagoner carmon hardy juanita brooks todd compton
armand mauss and wallace stegner
articles printed in venues that have acquired a reputation for dissent
and free thinking such as sunstone and signature books are heavily repOst lings often sympathize with such views but they also
ostlings
resented and the mostlings
quote from and cite the more conservative scholarly venues such as BYU
studies and FARMS and official church publications such as the ensign
will mormon insiders feel they have been portrayed fairly as the
authors hope most insiders will probably feel that the mostlings
ostlings
Ost lings have discussed much that is important about mormonism but that they have failed
to capture the essence of the religion while the authors have broached
some subjects commonly avoided in institutional publications they have
marginalized other essential perspectives
given their academic training the ostlings
mostlings
Ost lings naturally gravitated
toward work by other scholars scholars views are also the ones most readOst
ily available in research libraries justifiably the mostlings
lings paid less attention
ostlings
to dedicated amateur polemicists on either side of the spectrum whose
credibility tends to be more questionable if their goal were only to capture
mostlings
the history or the organizational profile of mormonism the Ost
lings
ostlings5
ostlings
sources might be sufficient to accurately portray the pulse of mormonism however the perspectives of the churche
churchs leadership and of the
lay membership are critical here the authors fall short
to their credit the authors interviewed gordon B hinckley four
members of the seventy and the presiding bishop and they quote extensively from their interview with the prophet ideally they should have
interviewed many more leaders and probed more in their interviews
regarding religious and spiritual matters in order to grasp the hierarchy s
sense of religious mission and spiritual zeal the authors glimpse an
5
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organization mentality that seems to link mormonism to fortune 500
corporations yet the church and its leadership do not pursue wealth or
power as ends
churchs leadership is reflected
the authors misunderstanding of the churche
in the title for their chapter on ecclesiastical governance and revelation
the power pyramid their study of church administration emphasizing
centralized control continuing secrecy regimentation correlation obedience suspicion toward intellectuals suppression of open discussions
file keeping on members for disciplinary use sporadic purges of malcontents church education as indoctrination the proselytizing push and
re emphasis on religious uniqueness 382 83 fundamentally misinterprets
the preeminent concerns and motives of mormon leaders
in their attempt to capture the essence of mormonism the authors
also should have spent more time visiting mormon congregations and
mormons
ofmormons
Mormons this would include church meminterviewing a wide range of cormons
bers outside of the united states who now outnumber american communi
municants
cants the authors briefly discuss the churchs
churche international
expansion but their own investigative efforts focused solely on the united
mormons are arrayed along an ideologstates As jan shipps has argued cormons
ical continuum the mostlings
Ostlings have gravitated not only toward american
ostlings
mormons but toward american mormon academics particularly those
cormons
whom richard poll once labeled liahona saints these saints represent a
mormons have never read
small subset on the mormon continuum most cormons
sunstone or BYU studies
the authors did mingle on a limited basis with the people they
accompanied a pair of missionaries in the bronx chatted with missionaries at the missionary training center interviewed one mission president
questioned some mormon celebrities about their faith visited LDS meetings in utah texas and new jersey and even stopped in for a family home
evening the insights gleaned from these experiences constitute some of
the best sections of the book in terms of originality and freshness A handmormons and a handful of mormon celebrities however
ful of disaffected cormons
receive more attention than the rank and file membership the authors
devote fifteen pages to mormon celebrities twenty three pages to the
relationship of dissidents to the church and only about twenty six pages
to the perspectives and experiences of the remaining vast majority of the
churchs
churche membership
on balance mormon america provides a compelling temporal and
secular profile of mormonism its historical discussions incorporate
insights from many of the best known historical studies of the church
the book provides only fleeting glimpses though of matters of faith lying
at the core of the mormon religious experience
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II

alfpratte
alf pratte journalist
for starters let me

say how much 1I appreciated this book on the
power and promise of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints as
it enters the twenty first century As journalists would say it s a good
read the volume is thoughtfully researched and appears fair its chapters are titillating and move along quickly 1I even learned a few things
cormons 1I didnt know before As far as im concerned the
about the mormons
authors come close to reaching the goals outlined in the preface to procormons
vide a candid but nonpolemical
overview written for non mormons
non
polemical
cormons alike focusing on what is distinctive and culturally signiand mormons
ficant about this growing american movement xi their book provides the latest scoop on what the cover showcases as the beliefs rituals
business practices and well guarded secrets of one of the worlds fastest

growing and most influential religions
the authors seem well equipped for their job to assemble through
their reportage the complete story behind the most prosperous religious
group in contemporary america book jacket richard ostling was
senior correspondent and religion writer for time magazine where he
wrote twenty three cover stories and conducted field reporting for the
1
mormons
cormons
cover
Mor
inc
story
mons
he is currently a writer for the associ1997
ated press joan ostling has been a writer and editor for the US informafre elance writer and editor by
tion agency and is currently a freelance
mostlings
churche surge in power and popularity the ostlings
illuminating the churchs
Ostlings
cormons
Mor mons inc
pick up where the 1997 time magazine cover story mormons
left off book jacket
As with the widely read article the book is engrossed with mormon
money the exact figures of which are not available to well meaning journalists
mostlings
nalists the public or even church members nevertheless the ostlings
Ostlings
and researcher sam G gwynne guesstimate the church s worth at 25 billion with 5 billion more in annual income in this sense the book follows
establishment by new york times
muckraking tradition of the mormon establishmentby
the muckraking
Emp
writer wallace turner 2 the mormon corporate empire
ireby
empireby
by john heinerman
and anson shupe 3 and newspaper exposes in hawaii arizona and other
locales exposes fixated on just how much mormon money there is to
back its figures up the book provides a detailed appendix on how these
mostlings
Ostlings recast mor
income and wealth estimates were reached when the ostlings
mons inc into chapter 9
all in all mormon america is a fine cut and paste treatment by
prominent journalists who chronicle mormonism as well as other reli
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gious
bious denominations with equal doses of admiration reservation and
skepticism although techniques such as adjectival and adverbial bias and
over
outright opinion without factual basis are not evident overdramatization
dramatization
and emphasis on conflict excitement cultural curiosities and historical
quirks are included in the framing formulas instead of hitting the saints
with a sledgehammer the tendency of the authors is to use the knowing
nod raised eyebrow and occasional smirk to kill them with kindness the
cormons strive so assiduously to maintain and prosqueaky clean image mormons
overgeneralization labeling
ject is clouded and tarnished by omission over
generalization
false balancing anonymous quotes and overuse of sources from the
fringes of the mormon mainstream
my major complaint as a journalist however is not the tz
me style
time
techniques evident in this book 1I was frustrated because there is so little
home grown american faith that the authors put forthat is new about the homegrown
ward as a world religion most of the book is simply the same old same
old with a few new tidbits tossed in to tantalize instead of urgently needed
analysis and interpretation appropriate for a major religion As a journalist
freelance
elance writer who continues to chase news 1I found myself crying
and fre
out where s the news whats the new angle where s the beef in this
rehash of the familiar old issues about a peculiar people who are probably
less peculiar than many ministers and journalists who are regularly unable
to help the public come closer to finding the answers to such fundamental
religious questions as who are we what is the purpose in life and where
are we going
Ost
dogs with an old bone they have rediscovered the mostlings
watchdogs
lings
like watch
ostlings
continue to chew on the ancient agenda of critiques of mormonism the
joseph smith prophet fraud dichotomy smith s creative exegesis in regard
to polygamy his alleged reliance on the masonic tradition for temple ceremonies and a host of other concepts that most journalists and many scholars still dont recognize as fundamental to religious life in america and
around the globe A number of times 1I was tempted to bark out as did
hugh nibley after reviewing fawn brodies no man knows my history
no maam that aint
ain t history with my own no brother and sister
aln
aln t in depth journalism its rehash
ain
ostling that aint
Rolo dex or elite gamekeeping
gatekeeping
another concern with the book is its rolodex
gate keeping
lings chose for picking bones with LDS docostlings
approach to the sources the mostlings
Ost
trine culture and lifestyle this results in a strategy that tends to ignore
downplay or overlook the impressive mainstream LDS scholarship of
ofhugh
hugh
nibley richard anderson kent jackson daniel ludlow john welch and
other major academics as well as publications such as BYU studies and the
stream of resources coming from the foundation for ancient research and
mormon studies FARMS in the mostlings
lings eyes such orthodox researchers
ostlings
Ost
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aphlogistic 259 to
apologistic
and institutions are less scholarly than they are ologistic
ap
lings too often subject readers to the
Ost
ostlings
counter these orthodox views the mostlings
name dropping of a host of identified and unidentified scholars ministers
and latter day saints far out of the orthodox loop but presumed to be the
last word on mormon debate and dialogue
an example of the questionable use of mysterious sources is seen on
2688 where in a single paragraph the veracity of the bo
book
page 26
A of mormon
is challenged by a multitude of anonymous authorities such as non
mormon scholars some critics others see and according to these
critics although thirty pages of endnotes provide some clue to the identity of these sources readers may not always be certain who they are so we
can check them out and consider their honest concerns although the
index is helpful it excluded enough names to raise concerns in my mind
among the more prominent identified sources is former brigham
young university historian michael quinn who has fashioned a celebrated
academic career with studies on folk religion magic the ambiguities of
authorized polygamous marriage revisionist organizational and administrative history and theocratic ethics
the belief that truth has a lower
priority in mormonism than obedience go
90 by sprinkling quinn pronoun cements in nearly twentyfive
nouncements
twenty five strategic areas throughout the book
the mostlings
Ost lings overly rely on the voice of one person who they say attempts
ostlings
to combine the goal of objective scholarship and candor with taking faith
claims seriously 416 although recognizing quinn s often painstaking
work this journalist sees the overuse of such sources less as a means to
remain objective and more as a jerry springer technique of confronting
focusing on the fringes and using circumstantial evidence to make the
benign seem suspicious bizarre overly sentimental banal and sometimes
even ridiculous
in addition to the excessive name dropping from the fringe my biggest
peeve with mormon america is that in its magnificent obsession with the
money mystery and material aspects of the LDS faith coupled with heartfelt pain for dissenters and other internal and external critics the authors
fail to dig deep enough to probe the spiritual side odthe
of the doctrines that motiofthe
vate millions of the more mundane members to pay their tithing and put
forth the time and effort it takes to make the church flourish thats the real
ostlings
Ostlings as well as other religion writers overlook in their fasstory that the mostlings
ci
cination with the old bones of mormonism or with digging up facts on
mormon money As with past journalistic efforts to appraise mormonism
watch dogs bark or chase hub
the watchdogs
hubcaps
caps while the latter day saint caravan
rolls on
if 1I were forced to give the book a grade id give it a C its certainly
above average as far as today s religious writing goes ah heck as one who
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practices grade inflation on a regular basis ill elevate it to a B the book
is not meanspirited
mean spirited it certainly is among the laudable works of a genre that
reports religion in the same terrestrial way journalism reports secular
activities but 1I believe it is public relations hype to say that the book represents religion reporting at its best as the book jacket boasts the
mostlings
ostlings
Ost lings appear among the best of outside journalists prepared to discover
and divine the spiritual roots of mormonism or other faiths while at the
same time resisting the public relations efforts of zealous defenders of
ofview
of view mormon
the faith and apologists but from this old journalists point ofviey
america doesnt quite fill the bill

ill
marie cornwall sociologist
mormon america promises information about the beliefs
ofmormon
the cover of

rituals business practices and well guarded secrets of one of the world s
fastest growing and most influential religions richard and joan ostling
deliver a tremendous amount of information providing a history of the
growth of mormonism from a small band of individuals in the early nineteenth century to an eleven million member global religion ofthe
odthe
of the twenty
first century
As a journalistic endeavor mormon america is an update and expansion of earlier treatments of mormonism such as america s saints the
only more
rise ofmormon
of mormon power and the mormon corporate empire
churchs financial empire
churcls
the authors attempt once again to estimate the churche
but much to their credit they pay attention to other aspects of mormonism as well
Ost lings give an accounting of latter day saints who have garnered
ostlings
the mostlings
media attention established modern corporate empires succeeded as athletes or achieved scholarly acclaim detail instances of institutional intrigue
and power struggles among the church leadership describe mormon families and the strict standards of behavior required of devout members
explain the importance of temple ritual without any explicit description of
the temple ceremony examine the missionary program extensively
recount conflicts between church leaders and certain intellectuals tell of
the growth of the church educational system and finally explain several
distinctive and problematic latter day saint doctrines despite the focus on
institutional intrigue the book is fairly objective and evenhanded unfortunately the reader comes away from the book with more detail than insight
with more information about the rites rules and regulations of mormonism than understanding of what binds a person to the tradition
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very little is new in the book longtime mormon watchers will
likely find the book useful only because it has accumulated many of the
issues and controversies into one publication unfortunately the authors
chose not to footnote offering instead a bibliography of sources for each
chapter the exception to my little new information assertion is found
in the chapters dealing with the mormon faith in relation to other
mormons christians are
christian traditions I1 found chapters 19 are cormons
non mormons
cormons christians and 20 rivals and antagonists to be
helpful summaries of the location of latter day saints on the religious
landscape chapter 22 mormonism in the twenty first century is
also worth reading but many readers may tire of the book long before
they reach these useful chapters
the reader comes away from the book with schizophrenic impressions
of mormon america on the one hand we see the church as an institutional behemoth freely accessing the finances of its members and unwilling
to reveal expenditures this hegemonic hierarchy regulates the lives of its
Ost
lings most latter
members and its missionaries and according to the mostlings
ostlings
day saints relish the regulation and abide by the rules I1 hardly recognized
my church
the emphasis on regulation approaches absurdity in the chapter on
lings write
Ost
missionaries describing the departure of missionaries the mostlings
ostlings
after orientation the next glimpse that parents get of their children is a
half hour visit allowed at the salt lake airport when the missionaries are en
route to their assignments 212 someone who has never visited the salt
lake city airport when missionaries are leaving might expect missionary
police regulating half hour visits between young children and their parents
on the contrary the missionaries departure is a rite ofpassage
of passage that includes
extended family ward members youthful friends and teary eyed girlfriends
for the sister missionaries lonely looking boyfriends describing the missionary training center the authors write every hour is carefully scheduled and every activity regulated down to the notations that bathroom
urges should be handled during the five minute break between classes and
at dinner only one trip to the dessert line is allowed 212
mormonism is that they are
the problem with the ostling s account of ofmormonism
unable to discern the difference between the bureaucracy which is indeed
a central part of mormonism and the religion but they can be forgiven in
their failings because some latter day saints don t understand the differlings miss the fact that the church bureaucracy does
ostlings
ence either the mostlings
Ost
more than regulate individual behavior it binds people together encourlong suffering and structures opportunities
ages leaders to be patient and longsuffering
for members to aid and comfort those in need
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on the other hand

we see a church that has always had doctrinal and
intellectual dissenters likewise the institutional behemoth has always had
its challengers both within and without leaders havent always agreed and
they have clearly had difficulty formulating the exact future of the church
let alone dictating the churcls
churche historical accountings but the ostling s
churchs
portrayal is that the institution prevails in the long run leaving dissenters battered and bruised the discomfort of some dissenters and intellectuals may
be accurate but the extent to which the institution prevails is debatable
mostlings
Ost lings fail to realize is that the majority oflatter
of latter day saints
what the ostlings
do not in the end perfectly submit to the directives of the leadership
latter day saints are expected for example to pay a full tithe and a generous fast offering to attend all their meetings regularly to be endowed and
attend the temple often and to follow completely the guidelines of the
wisdom few reach the ideal goals in fact the majority do not
word of ofwisdom
the greatest frustrations for the church leadership are not with
intellectuals although some of them make that arena more public but
rather with the general members who have a tendency to neglect their
duties A study of member activity in the united states indicated that only
one quarter of members remained fully active in the church throughout
hives 5 fortunately most eventually return after a period of being less
fives
ilves
their lives
active the home and visiting teaching rarely gets completely done in most
fuli time missionaries 6
full
wards only about one third owyoung
mii
of young men serve as mil
ofyoung
after years of telling women they should not be employed the church has
accommodated to the reality of employment for many women church
leaders constantly encourage temple attendance but some members
even active members feel uncomfortable with parts of the ceremony
church leaders find they must help families cope with teenage pregnancy
adolescent drug use and domestic violence many people stay in the
church but do so on their own terms 1I am reminded of the advice a
mother gave her middle aged daughter who was not an active member at
doln t have to listen to
doin
doia
the time she said just go back to church you don
everything those men say
mostlings
Ostlings give us an account of mormonism that is focused on
the ostlings
the growth of a world religion yes they describe some of the beliefs ritweil guarded secrets of mormonism but
weli
uals business practices and well
you dont find any real people or for that matter real latter day saints in
mostlings
Ostlings neglect is the pastoral qualities and spiritual
the book what the ostlings
strivings of mormonism the fact that latter day saints like religious
people everywhere find their way into mormonism looking for solace
and comfort ifyou
isyou
if you want to understand mormonism you have to understand what binds people to the faith despite the institutional intrigue and
outward politics
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mormons
1
cormons
odthe
Mormons inc was the title ofthe
of the august 41997 issue of time magazine for
cormons
the two specific articles about mormons
Mor mons see david van blema the empire of the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons time 150 august 41997
4 1997 50 57 and walter kirn walking a mile in
their shoes time 150 august 41997 58 59
2 wallace turner the mormon establishment boston houghton mifflin 1966
3 john heinerman and anson shupe the mormon corporate empire boston
beacon press 1985
mormon power
ofmormon
4 robert gottlieb and peter wiley americas saints the rise of
putnamsr
new york putnams
corporate
orate empire
Putna ms 1984 heinerman and shupe the mormon Cop
religious leave
5 stan L albrecht marie cornwall and perry H cunningham
mormons
falling prom
Mor mons in fallingfrom
taking disengagement and disaffiliation among cormons
from the faith
causes and consequences of ofreligious
religious apostasy ed david G bromley newbury park
calif sage publications 1988 62 80 see also perry H cunningham activity in the
church in encyclopedia of mormonism ed daniel H ludlow 4 vols new york
macmillan 1992
114 and tim B heaton vital statistics in latter day saint social
1992114
LDS church and its members ed james T duke specialized
shelds
life social research on the
thelds
monograph series vol 12 provo utah religious studies center 1998 118 ig
19
because of the complexity of quantifying life events in the simplified context of this
book review these statistics should be taken as rough figures
words
6 darwin L thomas ahter
ords BYU studies 26 no 2 1986 99 103
afterwords
abter
afterwards
after
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